
Chapter 8
Semantics as a Cognitive Process I:
Discourse Representation Structures
in Declarative Memory

In this chapter, we introduce our assumptions about semantic representations and
build a semantic processor, that is, a basic parser able to incrementally construct such
semantic representations. Our choice for a processing-friendly semantics framework
is Discourse Representation Theory (DRT, Kamp 1981; Kamp and Reyle 1993).

We build an ACT-R parser for Discourse Representation Structures (DRSs), and
motivate the assumptions we make when building it by accounting for the fan exper-
iment reported in Anderson (1974), as summarized and discussed in the more recent
Anderson and Reder (1999).

The fan experiment investigates how basic propositional information of the kind
encoded by atomic DRSs1 is (stored and) retrieved from declarative memory. This is
an essential component of real-time semantic interpretation in at least two respects:

i. incrementally processing semantic representations involves composing/
integrating semantic representations introduced by new sentences or new parts
of a sentence with semantic representations of the previous discourse;

ii. incremental interpretation also involves evaluating new semantic representations
relative to our mental model of the world, and integrating their content into our
world knowledge database stored in declarative memory.

Themain reason for selectingDRTas our semantic framework is that atomicDRSs
and the compositional construction principles used to build them provide meaning
representations and elementary compositional operations that are well understood
mathematically, widely used in formal semantics, and can simultaneously function
as both meaning representations (logical forms, in linguistic parlance) and their
content/world knowledge (models, in linguistic parlance).

1Atomic DRSs are equivalent to atomic first-order logic formulas, conjunctions thereof, and atomic
formulas or conjunctions thereof with a prefix of existential quantifiers. Multiple atomic DRSs
can be merged into a single atomic DRS—with caveats for certain cases, usually requiring bound-
variable renaming. For more discussion, see Kamp and Reyle (1993), Groenendijk and Stokhof
(1991) and Muskens (1996) among others.
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Because of this double function, DRT and atomic DRSs can be thought of as
mental models in the sense of Johnson-Laird (1983, 2004); Johnson-Laird et al.
(1989), with several advantages. First, they provide a richer and better understood
array of representations and operations. Second, they come with a comprehensive
mathematical theory of their structure and interpretation (dynamic logic/dynamic
semantics). Finally, they are well-known and used by linguists in the investigation
of a wide variety of natural language semantic phenomena.2

It is no accident that DRT is the most obvious choice for psycholinguistic models
of natural language semantics. DRT has always had an explicit representational
commitment, motivated by the goal of interfacing semantics and cognitive science
more closely (Kamp 1981 already mentions this).

Importantly, DRT is a dynamic semantic framework, so it has a notion of DRS
merge, that is, a merge of two (conjoined) representations into a larger representation
of the same type. This DRS merge operation makes the construction, maintenance
and incremental update of semantic representations more straightforward and, also,
similar to the construction, maintenance and incremental update of syntactic repre-
sentations.3

DRT, however, is not the only possible choice as a way to add meaning repre-
sentation to cognitive models of language comprehension. Less “representational”
systems—whether dynamic, e.g., Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL, Groenendijk
and Stokhof 1991) or Compositional DRT (CDRT, Muskens 1996), or static, e.g.,

2The ability of DRSs to do this double duty (both logical forms and partial model structures) is
restricted to atomic DRSs—see the discussion of persistent DRSs andmodel extension in Kamp and
Reyle (1993, pp. 96–97). We include a brief quote from that discussion here for ease of reference:

[…] [I]t is not all that easy to see any very clear difference between models and
[atomic/persistent] DRSs at this point: both provide sets of “individuals”, to which they
assign names, properties and relations. Presently we will encounter other DRSs with a more
complicated structure [non-atomicDRSs, needed for negation, conditionals, quantifiers etc.],
and which no longer have the persistence property. These DRSs will look increasingly dif-
ferent from the models in which they are evaluated, and the illusion that DRSs are just small
models will quickly evaporate.

[But] persistent DRSs [can be thought of as partial models] in that they will typically assert
the existence of only a small portion of the totality of individuals that are supposed to exist
in the worlds of which they intend to speak, [and] in that they will specify only some of
the properties and relations of those individuals they mention. Thus a DRS may, for given
discourse referents x and y belonging to its universe, simply leave it open whether or not
they stand in a certain relation. Models, in contrast, leave no relevant information out. Thus,
if a and b are individuals in the universe of model M and the pair 〈a,b〉 does not belong
to the extension in M of, say, the predicate owns, then this means that a does not own b,
not that the question whether a owns b is, as far asM is concerned, undecided. (Kamp and
Reyle 1993, pp. 96–97).

3Merging DRSs—when possible—is a consequence of various facts about dynamic conjunction
and the update semantics associated with variable assignments and atomic lexical relations—see
Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991), Muskens (1996), Brasoveanu and Dotlačil (2007, Chap. 2) and
Brasoveanu and Dotlačil (2020) among others.
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Montague’s Intensional Logic (IL,Montague 1973), variants ofGallin’s Ty3/Ty4/etc.
(Gallin 1975) or partial/multivalued logics (Muskens 1995a)—are also possible,
although less straightforwardly so, at least at a first glance.

The extent to which these alternative semantic frameworks are performance-
friendly, that is, the extent to which they are fairly straightforwardly embeddable in
a cognitive-architecture-based framework for mechanistic processing models, might
provide a useful way to distinguish between them, and a plausible new metric for
semantic theory evaluation. What we have in mind here is nothing new: Sag (1992)
and Sag and Wasow (2011) argue persuasively that linguistic frameworks should be
evaluated with respect to their performance-friendliness. The discussion there under-
standably focuses on syntactic frameworks, but it is easily transferable to semantics.

Our hope is that, once a set of ‘performance-friendly’ semantic frameworks are
identified, and the ways of embedding them into explicit processing models for
semantics are explored and motivated, the predictions of the resulting competence-
performancemodelswill enable us to empirically distinguish between these semantic
frameworks.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In the following Sect. 8.1, we intro-
duce the fan-effect phenomenon and the original experiment reported in Anderson
(1974) that established its existence. The fan effect provides a window into the way
propositional facts—basically, atomic DRSs—are organized in declarative memory.

Section 8.2 discusses how DRSs can be encoded in ACT-R chunks, and makes
explicit how the fan effect can be interpreted as reflecting DRS organization in
declarative memory.

Sections 8.3 and 8.4 model the fan experiment by parsing the experimental items
(simple English sentences with two indefinites) into DRSs, storing them in memory,
and fitting the resulting model to the retrieval latencies observed in the experiment.

Parsing natural language sentences into DRSs is fully modeled: Sect. 8.3 explic-
itly models how experimental participants comprehend these sentences by means
of a fully specified incremental parser/interpreter for both syntactic and semantic
representations. This eager left-corner parser incrementally constructs the syntactic
representations for the experimental sentences (phrase-structure grammar trees of
the kind we already discussed in Chap. 4), and in parallel, it incrementally constructs
the corresponding semantic representations, that is, DRSs.

Modeling the fan experiment in Anderson (1974) by means of this incremental
syntax/semantics parser will enable us to achieve two goals. First, we shed light on
essential declarative memory structures that subserve the process of natural language
interpretation. Second, we introduce and discuss basic modeling decisions we need
to make when integrating the ACT-R cognitive architecture and the DRT semantic
framework.

Section 8.4 shows that the incremental syntax/semantics parser is able to fit the
fan-effect data well, and Sect. 8.5 summarizes the main points of this chapter.
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8.1 The Fan Effect and the Retrieval of DRSs
from Declarative Memory

The fan effect

refers to the phenomenon that, as participants study more facts about a particular concept,
their time to retrieve a particular fact about that concept increases. Fan effects have been
found in the retrieval of real-world knowledge […], face recognition […] [etc.] The fan
effect is generally conceived of as having strong implications for how retrieval processes
interactwithmemory representations. It has been used to study the representation of semantic
information […] and of prior knowledge […]. (Anderson and Reder 1999,186).

The original experiment in Anderson (1974) demonstrated the fan effect in recog-
nition memory. Participants studied 26 facts about people being in various locations,
10 of which are exemplified in (1) below.

(1) a. A lawyer is in a cave.

b. A debutante is in a bank.

c. A doctor is in a bank.

d. A doctor is in a shop.

e. A captain is in a church.

f. A captain is in a park.

g. A fireman is in a park.

h. A hippie is in a park.

i. A hippie is in a church.

j. A hippie is in a town.

In the training part of the experiment, participants committed 26 items of this
kind to memory. In the test part of the experiment, participants were presented with
a series of sentences, some of which they had studied in the training part and some
of which were novel. They had to recognize the sentences they had studied, i.e., the
targets, and had to reject the foils, which were novel combinations of the same people
and locations.

We selected the 10 items in (1) because, together, they form a minimal network
of facts that instantiates the 9 experimental conditions in Anderson (1974). These
conditions have to do with how many studied facts are connected to each type of
person and location. To see this explicitly, we can represent the set of 10 facts in
(1) as a network in which each fact is connected by an edge to the type/concept of
person and location it is about, as shown in (2) below. Person concepts are listed on
the left, and location concepts are listed on the right.
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(2) (1a)lawyer cave

(1b)debutante bank

(1c)doctor

(1d) shop

(1e)captain church

(1f) park

(1g)fireman

(1h)

hippie (1i)

(1j) town

The network representation in (2) shows how different person and location con-
cepts fan into 1, 2 or 3 sentences/facts. The table in (3) below shows how 9 of the 10
items exemplify the 9 conditions of the Anderson (1974) fan experiment (the 10th
item is needed in our fact database to be able to instantiate all 9 conditions).

(3)

location fan
1 2 3

pe
rs
on

fa
n

1 lawyer-cave (1a) debutante-bank (1b) fireman-park (1g)
2 doctor-shop (1d) captain-church (1e) captain-park (1f)
3 hippie-town (1j) hippie-church (1i) hippie-park (1h)

The table in (3) shows that the term ‘fan’ refers to the number of facts, that is,
sentences, associated with each common concept, that is, noun. The mean reaction
times (RTs, measured in s) for target recognition and foil rejection in the Anderson
(1974) experiment are provided in the tables below (reproduced from Anderson and
Reder 1999, p. 187, Table2).

(4)

Target location fan
RTs 1 2 3

pe
rs
on

fa
n

1 1.11 1.17 1.15
2 1.17 1.20 1.23
3 1.22 1.22 1.36
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(5)

Foil location fan
RTs 1 2 3

pe
rs
on

fa
n

1 1.20 1.25 1.26
2 1.22 1.36 1.47
3 1.26 1.29 1.47

Several generalizations become apparent upon examining this data.

(6) Fan-effect generalizations (as summarized in Anderson and Reder 1999, p.
187):

a. averaging over targets and foils, the effect of 1-fan (both person and
location)was about 1.2 s and increased by about 50ms for each additional
fan:
• the effect was about 1.25 s for 2-fan and about 1.3 s for 3-fan;
• other experiments have shown that the fan effects can be of different
sizes for different kinds of concepts, e.g., animates versus inanimate
objects versus small locations versus large locations;

b. the min effect: retrieval latency is a function of the minimum fan associ-
ated with a probe;
• for example, participants tend to respond more slowly to the 2–2 fan
items than to the 1–3 or 3–1 items;

• this effect has been repeatedly replicated;
• it is taken as evidence for parallel access to memory from the two
cues/concepts, with search being more determined by the lower fan
concept;

c. approximately equal fan effects for targets and foils:
• the target means were 1.16 s for 1-fan, 1.20 s for 2-fan, and 1.26 s for
3-fan;

• the foil means were 1.23 s for 1-fan, 1.33 s for 2-fan, and 1.37 s for
3-fan;

• we see a somewhat larger effect for foils, but this effect is reversed in
other data sets;

• this suggests that foil rejection is not done by a serial (possibly exhaus-
tive) search of the facts one knows about a cue/concept.

The ACT-R account of these generalizations, together with the quantitative fit to
the data in (4) and (5), is provided in Andreson and Reder (1999, pp. 188–189).
This account crucially relies on the spreading activation component of the ACT-R
equation for activation of chunks in memory that we introduced in Chap. 6. Recall
that the activation Ai of a fact/sentence i in memory is:

(7) Ai = Bi + ∑

j
W j S ji

Base activation Bi is determined by the history of usage of fact i (how many
times i was retrieved and how long ago), while the spreading activation component
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∑
j W j S ji boosts the activation of fact i based on the concepts j that fact i is asso-

ciated with. Specifically, for each concept j , Wj is the extra activation flowing from
concept j , and Sji is the strength of the connection between concept j and fact i that
modulates how much of the extra activation Wj actually ends up flowing to fact i .

The account of the fan effect observed in Anderson (1974) crucially relies on
the strengths of association Sji between concepts j and facts i . These strengths are
modeled as shown below:

(8) Sji = S + log P(i | j)
S is a constant (baseline strength) to be estimated for specific experiments, while

P(i | j) is an estimate of the probability of needing fact i from declarative memory
when concept j is present in the cognitive context, e.g., in the goal or imaginal
buffers. That is, P(i | j) is an estimate of how predictive concept j is of fact i .

In an experimental setup in which all facts are studied and tested with equal
frequency, it is reasonable to assume that the predictive probability P(i | j) is simply

1
fan j

, where fan j is the fan of concept j . If a concept has a fan of 1, e.g., lawyer in

(2) above, then the probability of the associated fact (1a) is 1. However, if a concept
has a fan of 3, like hippie, all three facts associated with this concept, namely (1h),
(1i) and (1j), are equiprobable, with a probability of 1

3 .
Thus, for the experiment in Anderson (1974), the strength-of-association equation

can be simplified to:

(9) Sji = S + log
(

1
fan j

)
= S − log(fan j )

The equation in (9) implies that strength of association, and thereby fact activation,
will decrease as a logarithmic function of concept fan. Strength/activation of a fact
decreases with concept fan because the probability of a fact given a concept decreases
with the fan of that concept. For more discussion of strength of association, source
activation etc., see Sect. 6.3.

The last piece of the ACT-R model is the function that outputs retrieval latencies
given fact activations. This is provided in (10) below, which should be familiar from
Chaps. 6 and 7 (the latency exponent is omitted, i.e., set to its default value 1).

(10) T = I + Fe−Ai

The only addition is the intercept I , which captures all cognitive activities other
than fact retrieval, e.g., encoding the test sentence, generating the response etc. Recall
that we used a similar intercept in Chap. 7 when we proposed the first two models
of lexical decision—see Sects. 7.2 and 7.3

All of these model components will be made explicit in Sects. 8.3 and 8.4 below,
where we provide the first end-to-end ACT-Rmodel of the fan effect in the literature.
No such models have been available because incremental semantic interpretation
was never explicitly modeled in ACT-R before.

We can further simplify our mathematical model specification by putting together
Eqs. (7), (9) and (10) as follows:
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(11) T = I + Fe−Ai = I + Fe
−Bi−∑

j
W j S ji = I + Fe

−Bi−∑

j
W j (S−log(fan j ))

= I + Fe
−Bi−S

∑

j
W j

e

∑

j
W j log(fan j ) = I + Fe

−Bi−S
∑

j
W j ∏

j
eWj log(fan j )

= I + Fe
−Bi−S

∑

j
W j ∏

j
fan

Wj

j

= I + F ′ ∏

j
fan

Wj

j , where F ′ = Fe
−Bi−S

∑

j
W j

We can further assume that
∑

j W j is fixed and set to 1. This is motivated by the
capacity limitations in retrieval discussed in Anderson et al. (1996). Finally, if we
assume that the source activations Wj of all concepts j are equal, we can set them
all to a constant W . The final form of the ACT-R model for fan-dependent retrieval
latencies is therefore:

(12) T = I + F ′ ∏

j
fanWj , where:

• F ′ = Fe−Bi−S

• W = 1
# of concepts j associated with fact i

The latency equation in (12) shows how the ACT-R model captures the fan effect,
i.e., the generalization in (6a) that recognition latency increases with fan. To see this
more clearly, let’s apply this equation to the facts in the Anderson (1974) experiment.
These facts are connected to 3 concepts (a person, a location, and the predicate in),
so the source activation W is 1

3 . The resulting latency equation is provided in (13).

(13) T = I + F ′(fanperson · fanlocation · fanin)
1
3 = I + F ′ 3

√
fanperson · fanlocation · fanin

The predicate in is connected to all the sentences/facts, so it will have a constant
fan and it will contribute a constant amount of activation (hence latency) across
all conditions in the experiment. But the person and location fan values fanperson
and fanlocation are manipulated in the experiment, and the equation in (13) correctly
predicts that, as they increase, the corresponding latency T increases.

The equation in (13) also provides an account of the min effect (generalization
(6b) above). The reason is that the product of a set of numbers with a constant sum,
specifically the product fanperson · fanlocation, is maximal when the numbers are equal,
e.g., 2 × 2 > 3 × 1.

To understand how the ACT-R model captures the generalization in (6c), that is,
the fact that foils are retrieved almost as quickly as target sentences, we need to
specify the process of foil recognition. The main idea is that foil recognition does
not involve an exhaustive search. Instead:

(14) Foil recognition

• foils are recognized by retrieving a fact that involves either the person or
the location in the foil;
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• if the retrieved fact does not match the test sentence, participants will
respond ‘false.’

For simplicity, we can assume that participants retrieve the mismatching fact
half the time with a person cue, and half the time with a location cue. Either way,
mismatching facts have one less source of spreading activation coming from the foil
sentence (which is encoded in the goal or imaginal buffer) than matching facts. Their
total activation will therefore be lower, so the time to retrieve foils will be slightly
higher than the time to retrieve targets.

By the same token, the correct fact will almost always be retrieved for target
sentences because this fact will have more sources of spreading activation coming
from the target sentence—hence a higher total activation—than any other incorrect
fact in memory.

To be more specific, the activation of the correct fact given a target sentence is
shown in (15) below. Recall that all source activations Wperson, Wlocation and Win are
assumed to be 1

3 .

(15) Atarget = Btarget + S−log(fanperson)

3 + S−log(fanlocation)

3 + S−log(fanin)

3

All three terms S−log(fanperson)

3 , S−log(fanlocation)

3 and S−log(fanin)

3 are positive, so they
each add an extra activation boost, hence an extra decrease in latency of retrieval.

In contrast, activation of foils has only 2 spreading activation terms. Either the
location term is missing, as in (16a) below, where fact retrieval for the foil sentence
is person-based, or the person term is missing, as in (16b), where fact retrieval
for the foil sentence is location-based. Less spreading activation means lower total
activation, which leads to slightly increased latency of retrieval.

(16) a. Afoil = Bfoil + S−log(fanperson)

3 + S−log(fanin)

3

b. Afoil = Bfoil + S−log(fanlocation)

3 + S−log(fanin)

3

This ACT-R model is sufficiently flexible to account for a range of effects beyond
the original fan experiment in Anderson (1974). Different values for sources of
activation Wj can account for differential fan effects associated with different types
of concepts (inanimate objects versus persons, for example).

Similarly, different values for strengths of activation Sji that depend on the
frequency of presentation of fact-concept associations, which affect probabilities
P(i | j), can account for retrieval interference effects that gobeyond simple fan effects.
For more discussion, see Anderson and Reder (1999).

However, for the remainder of this chapter, we will focus exclusively on the
original fan experiment in Anderson (1974), and specifically on modeling retrieval
latencies for the target sentences in (4). The next section reformulates the fan effect
in terms of the way meaning representations (DRSs) that are associated with target
sentences are organized in declarative memory.
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8.2 The Fan Effect Reflects the Way Meaning
Representations (DRSs) Are Organized in Declarative
Memory

Wecan reformulate the notion of fan inAnderson’s experiment, aswell as the network
of facts and concepts in (2) above, as a relation between the main DRS contributed
by a sentence and the sub-DRSs contributed by its three parts: the person indefinite,
the location indefinite, and the relational predicate in.

Consider the 1–1 fan (that is, 1 person–1 location fan) example in (1a), repeated
in (17) below. The DRSs (meaning representations) of the three major components
of the sentence, that is, the indefinites a lawyer and a cave, and the binary predicate
it, are composed/combined together to form the DRS/meaning representation for the
full sentence.

The exact nature of the three meaning components and the composition method
vary from framework to framework. For example, the method of composition in
Kamp and Reyle (1993) is a set of construction principles operating over hybrid
representations combining DRSs and syntactic trees. The method of composition
in Brasoveanu (2007, Chap. 3), building on much previous work (Groenendijk and
Stokhof 1990; Chierchia 1995; Muskens 1995b, 1996 among others) is classical
Montagovian function application/β-reduction operating over DRS-like representa-
tions, which are just abbreviations of terms in a many-sorted version of classical
simply-typed lambda calculus (Gallin 1975). Finally, the method of composition in
Brasoveanu and Dotlačil (2015b) (building on Vermeulen 1994 and Visser 2002) is
dynamic conjunction over DRSs interpreted as updates of richly structured interpre-
tation contexts that record information state histories.

However, we do not need to fully specify a semantic framework for natural lan-
guage meaning representation and composition to reformulate the fan experiment
in formal semantics/DRT terms. It is sufficient to acknowledge that the main DRS
contributed by a sentence like (17) is formed out of three sub-DRSs, contributed by
the two indefinites a lawyer and a cave, and the preposition in.

This partitioning into three sub-DRSs matches the rough compositional skeleton
generally assumed in the formal semantics literature for this type of sentences, as
well as the real-time incremental comprehension process the ACT-R architecture
imposes on us.

Recall that, because of the seriality imposed in ACT-R by one production firing
at a time, and by the imaginal buffer being able to hold only one chunk at a time, we
never have a full view of the syntactic tree representation.

Similarly, we will never have a full view of the DRS semantic representation.
This representation will be assembled one sub-DRS at a time, resulting in the main
DRS in (18). But this ‘deep’, i.e., hierarchical, representation of the main DRS with
the sub-DRSs actually encoded as values of its slots is only implicitly available in
declarative memory, just like the full syntactic tree of the sentence in (17) is only
implicitly available in declarative memory.
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(17) A lawyer is in a cave.

(18)

main- drs

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

sub- drs1:
x

lawyer(x)

sub- drs2:
y

cave(y)

sub- drs3: in(x, y)

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

If we merge (i.e., dynamically conjoin and ‘reduce’) the three sub-DRSs into one
DRS,we obtain theDRS in (19) below,which is precisely the semantic representation
assigned to sentence (17) in DRT. It can be shown that this merged DRS is truth-
conditionally equivalent to the classical first-order logic formula in (20),4 which
is the basic semantic representation that pretty much all static (neo-)Montagovian
semantic frameworks derive for sentence (17).

(19) Merging the sub-DRSs into one DRS:
x, y

lawyer(x)
cave(y)
in(x, y)

(20) ∃x∃y(lawyer(x) ∧ cave(y) ∧ in(x, y))

Chunks like the one exemplified in (18) lend themselves fairly straightforwardly to
modeling the fan experiment in Anderson (1974). But before we show how to do that,
let’s take a further step and encode the sub-DRSs as chunks, i.e., as attribute-value
matrices. One way to do it is as shown in (21) below:

• first, we replace the variables/discourse referents x and y with subscripted vari-
ables, e.g., ν1 and ν2; actually, while we’re at it, we can drop ν altogether and
simply retain the indices 1, 2, . . . as variables/discourse referents5;

– for example, lawyer(x), cave(y) and in(x, y) become lawyer(1), cave(2) and
in(1, 2);

4See Kamp and Reyle (1993) and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1991) among others for pertinent
discussion.
5Some formal semantics textbooks also simplify variable names to natural number indices, e.g.,
Heim andKratzer (1998). Anotherway inwhich this is useful for us is that we can now take variables
to be simply names for positions in a stack, that is, we implicitly move from the total variable
assignments of classical first-order logic or the partial variable assignments (a.k.a. embedding
functions) of DRT to (finite) stacks as the preferred way of representing interpretation contexts.
See Dekker (1994), Vermeulen (1995), Nouwen (2003, 2007) among others for more discussion of
stacks or stack-like structures in (dynamic) semantic frameworks for natural language interpretation.
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• second, we separate DRS conditions into distinct features for the predicate and for
its arguments;

– for example, the condition in(1, 2) is replaced with the chunk/attribute value
matrix

⎡

⎢
⎣

pred in

arg1: 1

arg2: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

;

• finally, sub-DRSs that introduce new discourse referents—that is, they contribute
something like an implicit existential quantifier in addition to conditions—will
have a new feature dref to indicate what new discourse referent they introduce;

– for example, sub-drs1 in (21) introduces the new discourse referent 1, which
is a lawyer, so 1 is both the value of the dref feature and the value of the arg1
feature (since it is the first, and only, argument of the ‘lawyer’ predicate).

(21)

main- drs

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

sub- drs1:
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dref: 1

pred lawyer

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

sub- drs2:
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

dref: 2

pred cave

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

sub- drs3:
⎡

⎢
⎢
⎣

pred in

arg1: 1

arg2: 2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎦

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

The graph like representation of the chunk in (21) is provided in (22) below.

(22) main- drs (1a)/(17)

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 1

pred lawyer

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 2

pred cave

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

pred in

arg1: 1

arg2: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

sub- drs1 sub- drs2

sub- drs3
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Since all the main DRSs for the items in (1) are going to be connected to the
sub-drs3 contributed by the preposition in, we can omit that connection—and we
will do that from now on.

With that omission in place, we can reproduce the network of facts and concepts
in (2) more properly as a semantic network of DRSs in declarative memory. For
space reasons, (23) below only provides the DRS network corresponding to the first
four experimental items (1a) through (1d).

(23) main- drs (1a)

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 1

pred lawyer

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 2

pred cave

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

sub- drs1 sub- drs2

main- drs (1b)

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 1

pred debutante

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 2

pred bank

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

sub- drs1 sub- drs2

main- drs (1c)

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 1

pred doctor

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

sub- drs1

sub
- d
rs2

main- drs (1d)

⎡

⎢
⎣

dref: 2

pred shop

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

sub- drs1

sub- drs2

Structuring DRSs in memory as a network in which a main DRS contains, i.e., is
connected to, sub-DRSs contributed by various sub-sentential expressions is reminis-
cent of the structured meanings approach to natural language semantics in Cresswell
(1985).

We leave the exploration of further connections between the structure of mean-
ing representations in declarative memory, semantic composition, incremental pro-
cessing and various approaches to the formal semantics of propositional attitudes
(structured meanings among others) for a future occasion.
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8.3 Integrating ACT-R and DRT: An Eager Left-Corner
Syntax/Semantics Parser

With these semantic assumptions in place, we are ready to specify our model for the
Anderson (1974) fan experiment. The model we introduce in this section is the first
model of a fan experiment to explicitly incorporate syntactic and semantic parsing.

In fact, this is the first end-to-end model of the testing phase of Anderson (1974)
experiment, explicitly incorporating (i) a visual component (eye-movement while
reading), (ii) a motor component (accept or reject whether the test sentence was
studied in the training phase), and (iii) a syntax/semantics incremental interpreter for
the test sentence as it is being read.

For simplicity, we focus exclusively on modeling target sentences, and the
observed mean target latencies in (4) above. But the model will be designed with
foils in mind too, and could be equally applied to model the mean foil latencies in
(5) above.

The core component of our cognitive model for a participant in the Anderson
(1974) fan experiment is an eager left-corner parser that parses syntactic trees and
DRSs simultaneously and in parallel. As a new word is incrementally read in the
usual left-to-right order for English:

• the model eagerly and predictively builds as much of the syntactic and semantic
representation as it can (before deciding to move the eyes to the next word);

• this process of syntactic and semantic representation building is the process of
comprehending the new word and integrating it into the currently available partial
syntactic and semantic structure;

• these cognitive actions of comprehension and integration result in a new partial
syntactic and semantic structure;

• in turn, this syntax/semantics structure provides the context relative to which the
next word is interpreted, and which will be updated as this next word is compre-
hended and integrated.

The overall dynamics of parsing is thus very similar to dynamic semantics: a
sequence of parsing actions or a sequence of dynamic semantics updates charts a
path through the space of information states. Each info state provides both (i) the
context relative to which a semantic update is interpreted and, at the same time, (ii)
the context that is changed as a result of executing that update.

Information states are simpler for dynamic semantics: they are basically variable
assignments or similar structures. For our ACT-R incremental parser, information
states are complex entities consisting of the partial syntactic and DRS structure built
up to that point, as well as the state of the buffers and modules of the ACT-R mind
at that point in the comprehension process.

Our syntax/semantics parser builds semantic representations and syntactic struc-
tures simultaneously, but the two types of representations are independently encoded
and relatively loosely connected. In particular, we will postulate a separate imaginal-
like buffer, whichwewill labeldiscourse_context, whereDRSs are incremen-
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tally built. We will continue to store partial syntactic representations in the imaginal
buffer.

The decision to build syntax/semantics representations simultaneously, but in
separate buffers is in the spirit of the ACT-R architecture. We avoid integrating
two complex representations directly in a single ‘super-chunk’, keeping chunk size
relatively small and also keeping the chunks themselves relatively flat. By ‘flat’
chunks, we mean chunks without many levels of embedding, that is, without many
features that have other chunks as values, whose features in their turn have other
chunks as values etc.

These ‘deep’ hierarchical representations are ubiquitous in generative syntax and
semantics, but they are not compatible with the view of (high-level) cognitive pro-
cesses embodied by theACT-R cognitive architecture, at least not immediately. Thus,
it is important to note that the independently motivated ACT-R cognitive architecture
places non-trivial constraints on the form of our linguistic performance models, and
indirectly on our competence-level models.

We had to make many implementation decisions when we divided the syntax and
semantics labor across buffers and productions, and some of these decisions could
have beenmade differently. However, the resultingmodel is (we hope) pedagogically
accessible, and is in keepingwithmost of the receivedwisdom about the properties of
the human processor in the psycholinguistic literature (Marslen-Wilson 1973, 1975;
Frazier and Fodor 1978; Gibson 1991, 1998; Tanenhaus et al. 1995; Steedman 2001;
Hale 2011 among many others). While this received wisdom focuses mainly on the
syntactic aspects of real-time language comprehension, the simplest way to extend
it to semantics is to assume that it applies in basically the same form and to the same
extent (if possible).

Specifically, the human processor, and ourmodel of it, is incremental since syntac-
tic parsing and semantic interpretation do not lag significantly behind the perception
of individual words. It is also predictive since the processor forms explicit syntactic
and semantic representations of words and phrases that have not yet been heard.
Finally, it satisfies the competence hypothesis because the incremental interpretation
process requires the recovery of a grammar-based structural description on the syntax
side, and of a meaning representation (DRS) on the semantic side.

Furthermore, the syntax and semantics parsing process we implement formalizes
fairly directly the general view of sentence comprehension summarized in Gibson
(1998, p. 11):

Sentence comprehension involves integrating new input words into the currently existing
syntactic and discourse structure(s). Each integration has a syntactic component, responsible
for attaching structures together, such as matching a syntactic category prediction or linking
together elements in a dependency chain. Each integration also has a semantic and discourse
componentwhich assigns thematic roles and addsmaterial to the discourse structure. (Gibson
1998, p. 11)

Let us now turn to an example and show how our model incrementally interprets
the sentence in (17/1a) above, namely:

A lawyer is in a cave.
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Assume that the first word, i.e., the indefinite article a, has already been read and
recognized as a determiner. At that point, the "project: NP ==> Det N" rule
in (24) below is selected and fired.

(24) parser.productionstring(name="project: NP ==> Det N", string=""" 1
=g> 2
isa parsing_goal 3
task parsing 4
stack1 S 5
stack2 =s2 6
right_frontier =rf 7
parsed_word =w 8
dref_peg =peg 9
=retrieval> 10
isa word 11
cat Det 12
==> 13
=g> 14
isa parsing_goal 15
task move_peg 16
stack1 N 17
stack2 NP 18
stack3 S 19
stack4 =s2 20
+imaginal> 21
isa parse_state 22
node_cat NP 23
daughter1 Det 24
mother =rf 25
lex_head =w 26
+discourse_context> 27
isa drs 28
dref =peg 29
arg1 =peg 30
˜retrieval> 31

""") 32

First, note that:

• the lexical entry for the determiner a is assumed to be available in the retrieval
buffer (lines 10–12 in (24));

• our current top goal is to parse an S (line 5);
• a fresh discourse referent index, a.k.a. dref_peg, is available in the goal buffer
(line 9).

The value of the dref_peg feature is assigned to an ACT-R variable =peg that
will be used in the cognitive actions triggered by this rule. The index =peg is fresh
in the sense that no discourse referent with that index has been introduced up to
this point. Thus, that index has never been part of the semantic representation up
until now: it was never the argument of a predicate, it couldn’t have served as the
antecedent for a pronoun etc. The term ‘peg’ and its specific usage here originates
in Vermeulen (1995).

Given these preconditions, the rule in (24) simultaneously builds:

• a syntactic representation in the imaginal buffer (lines 21–26), and
• a semantic representation in the discourse_context buffer (lines 27–30).

In the imaginal buffer, we build the unary branching node NP dominating the
Det node, which in turn dominates the terminal a.
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In the discourse_context buffer, we start a new DRS that will be further
specified by the upcoming N (lawyer). This DRS introduces a new discourse referent
with the index =peg, and also requires this discourse referent to be the first argument
(arg1) of the still-unspecified predicate contributed by the upcoming N—and also
the first argument of the subsequent VP, as we will soon see.

In the more familiar format, the DRS contributed by rule (24) to the
discourse_context buffer is provided in (25) below. Note that the value of
the =peg index is specified as 1 since this is the first discourse referent introduced
in the sentence.

(25) DRS contributed by the indefinite determiner a:
AVM format:⎡

⎢
⎣

isa: drs

dref: 1

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

DRS format:
1

still- unspecified- predicate(1)

The semantic part of the production rule in (24)—and the way it sets up the
interpretation context for the upcoming N and VP—is very similar to the meaning
assigned to the singular indefinite determiner a in dynamic semantic frameworks.
For example, the indefinite a is associated with the following kind of meaning rep-
resentation in Compositional DRT6:

(26) a1 � λP ′
et.λPet. [1]; P ′(1); P(1)

The subscripted type et in (26) ensures that P ′ and P are (dynamic) properties.
These properties will be contributed by the upcoming N lawyer and the subsequent
VP is in a cave. The new discourse referent 1 introduced by the indefinite is super-
scripted on the indefinite a itself, and it is marked as newly introduced in the seman-
tic representation by square brackets [1]. The semicolon ‘;’ is dynamic conjunction
(familiar from imperative programming languages like C).

Technically, the meaning representation in (26) is a function-denoting term in
(classical, static) many-sorted simply-typed higher-order logic. However, it can be
paraphrased as a sequence of update instructions. Specifically, the indefinite deter-
miner a1 ‘says’ that:

• once two properties P ′ and P are given to me in this specific order (λP ′
et.λPet.),

• I will introduce a new discourse referent/‘variable’ ([1]),
• then (;),
• I will check that the discourse referent satisfies the first property (P ′(1)),
• and then (;),
• I will check that the discourse referent satisfies the second property (P(1)).

Wewill see that our processingmodel follows this semantic ‘recipe’ fairly closely,
but it distributes it across:

6SeeMuskens (1996), and also the detailed discussion and extensive examples in Brasoveanu (2007,
Chap. 3).
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i. several distinct productions in procedural memory,
ii. several distinct chunks sequentially updated and stored in the discourse_

context buffer, and
iii. specific patterns of information flow, that is, feature-value flow, between the g

(goal), imaginal and discourse_context buffers.

In addition to adding chunks to the imaginal and discourse_context
buffers, the production rule in (24) above also specifies a new task in the goal buffer,
which is to move_peg (line 16 in (24)). This will trigger a rule that advances the
‘fresh discourse referent’ index to the next number. In our case, it will advance it
to 2. This way, we ensure that we have a fresh discourse referent available for any
future expression, e.g., another indefinite, that might introduce one.

We also have a new stack of expected syntactic categories in the goal buffer (lines
17–19 in (24)). We first expect an N, at which point we will be able to complete the
subject NP. Once that is completed, we can return to our overarching goal of parsing
an S.

We will not discuss the family of move_peg rules. The full code is linked to in
the appendix to this chapter—see Sect. 8.6.2. Instead, we will simply assume that
the discourse reference peg has been advanced and discuss the "project and
complete: N" rule in (27) below. This is the production rule that is triggered after
the word lawyer is read and its lexical entry is retrieved from declarative memory.

(27) parser.productionstring(name="project and complete: N", string=""" 1
=g> 2
isa parsing_goal 3
task parsing 4
stack1 N 5
stack2 =s2 6
stack3 =s3 7
stack4 =s4 8
right_frontier =rf 9
parsed_word =w 10
=retrieval> 11
isa word 12
cat N 13
pred =p 14
?discourse_context> 15
buffer full 16
==> 17
=g> 18
isa parsing_goal 19
stack1 =s2 20
stack2 =s3 21
stack3 =s4 22
stack4 None 23
+imaginal> 24
isa parse_state 25
node_cat NP 26
daughter1 Det 27
daughter2 N 28
lex_head =w 29
mother =rf 30
=discourse_context> 31
isa drs 32
pred =p 33
˜retrieval> 34

""") 35
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The "project and complete: N" rule requires the lexical entry for an N
(lawyer, in our case) to be in the retrieval buffer (lines 11–14 in (27)). It also requires
the top of the goal stack, that is, the most immediate syntactic expectation, to be N
(line 5). Finally, the rule checks that there is a DRS in the discourse_context
buffer (lines 15–16). This is the DRS contributed by the preceding determiner a, and
which will be further updated by the noun lawyer.

Once all these preconditions are satisfied, the "project and complete:
N" rule triggers a several actions that update the current parse state, i.e., the current
syntactic and semantic representations.

First, a new part of the tree is added to the imaginal buffer (lines 24–30): this
is the binary branching node NP with two daughters, a Det on the left branch and an
N on the right.

Second, the DRS in the discourse_context buffer that was introduced by
the determiner a is updated with a specification of the pred feature (lines 31–33).
Specifically, the predicate =p on line 33 is the one contributed by the lexical entry
of the word lawyer, which is currently available in the retrieval buffer (see line
14).

After the "project and complete: N" rule in (27) above fires, the DRS
in the discourse_context buffer becomes:

(28) DRS in discourse_context buffer after the N (lawyer) update:
AVM format:⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

isa: drs

dref: 1

pred lawyer

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

DRS format:
1

lawyer(1)

Note that at this point, the discourse_context buffer holds sub-drs1 of the
Main-drs in (18/21).

With the subject NP a lawyer now completely parsed, both syntactically and
semantically, we have the full left corner of the ‘S → NP VP’ grammar rule, so we
can trigger it. The corresponding production rule "project and complete:
S ==> NP VP" is provided in (29) below.

(29) parser.productionstring(name="project and complete: S ==> NP VP", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task parsing 5
stack1 NP 6
stack2 S 7
stack3 =s3 8
stack4 =s4 9
=discourse_context> 10
isa drs 11
dref =d 12
==> 13
=g> 14
isa parsing_goal 15
stack1 VP 16
stack2 =s3 17
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stack3 =s4 18
right_frontier VP 19
arg_stack =d 20
+imaginal> 21
isa parse_state 22
node_cat S 23
daughter1 NP 24
daughter2 VP 25

""") 26

This production rule eagerly discharges the expectations for an NP and an S from
the goal stack (lines 6–7 in (29)) and replaces them both with a VP expectation (line
16). At the same time, a new part of the syntactic tree is built in the imaginal
buffer, namely the top node S and its two daughters NP and VP (lines 21–25).

Finally, one important semantic operation happens in this rule, namely the transfer
of the discourse referent =d from the discourse_context buffer (line 12) to the
top of the argument stack arg_stack in the goal buffer (line 20). This operation
effectively takes the discourse referent 1 introduced by the subject NP a lawyer and
makes it the first argument of the VP we are about to parse. That is, this is how the
cognitive process implements the final P(1) semantic operation/update in formula
(26) above.

We can now proceed to parsing the copula is, which we take to be semantically
vacuous for simplicity. As the rule in (30) shows, the copula (once read and lexically
retrieved) simply introduces a new part of the syntactic tree: the VP node with a
Vcop (copular verb) left daughter and a PP right daughter.

(30) parser.productionstring(name="project and complete: VP ==> Vcop PP", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task parsing 5
stack1 VP 6
parsed_word =w 7
right_frontier =rf 8
=retrieval> 9
isa word 10
cat Vcop 11
==> 12
=g> 13
isa parsing_goal 14
stack1 PP 15
right_frontier PP 16
+imaginal> 17
isa parse_state 18
mother =rf 19
node_cat VP 20
daughter1 Vcop 21
daughter2 PP 22
lex_head =w 23
˜retrieval> 24

""") 25

We can now move on to the preposition in. Once this preposition is read and
lexically retrieved, the rule "project and complete: PP ==> P NP" in
(31) below is triggered.
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(31) parser.productionstring(name="project and complete: PP ==> P NP", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task parsing 5
stack1 PP 6
parsed_word =w 7
arg_stack =a 8
right_frontier =rf 9
=retrieval> 10
isa word 11
cat P 12
pred =p 13
==> 14
=g> 15
isa parsing_goal 16
stack1 NP 17
+imaginal> 18
isa parse_state 19
mother =rf 20
node_cat PP 21
daughter1 P 22
daughter2 NP 23
lex_head =w 24
+discourse_context> 25
isa drs 26
arg1 =a 27
pred =p 28
˜retrieval> 29

""") 30

The preconditions of the rule in (31) are the following: (i) the top of the goal stack
is a PP (line 6), (ii) the argument stack stores the discourse referent =a contributed
by the subject NP (line 8), and (iii) the retrieval buffer contains the lexical entry
of the preposition, specifically the predicate =p contributed by it (line 13). If these
preconditions are satisfied, the following cognitive actions are triggered:

• replace the PP at top of the goal stack with an NP (line 17); this is the NP that we
expect the preposition to have as its complement;

• build a new part of the syntactic tree in the imaginal buffer, with PP as the
mother node and daughters P and NP (lines 18–24);

• add a new DRS to the discourse_context buffer, the predicate of which is
the binary relation =p contributed by the preposition, and the first argument of
which is the subject discourse referent =a (lines 25–28);

• finally, flush the retrieval buffer (line 29).

While the syntactic components of the PP rule in (31) are specific to prepositions,
the semantic part is more general: this is how binary relations (transitive verbs like
devour, relational nous like friend or aunt etc.) are all supposed to work. They
contribute their predicate =p to a new DRS and they specify the first argument of
their binary relation to be the discourse referent =a contributed by the subject NP,
as shown in (32) below.

Note that the DRS has an empty universe because no new discourse referents are
introduced. Also, the second argument of the IN binary relation is still unspecified
(symbolizedby ‘_’) because the locationNPacave,whichwill provide that argument,
has not yet been read and interpreted.
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(32) DRS in discourse_context buffer after the P (in) update:
AVM format:⎡

⎢
⎣

isa: drs

pred in

arg1: 1

⎤

⎥
⎦

DRS format:

in(1, _)

We can now move on to the location NP a cave. Once the indefinite deter-
miner a is read and lexically retrieved, the "project and complete: NP
==> Det N" rule in (33) below is triggered. Note that this rule is different from
the "project: NP ==> Det N" in (24) above. The earlier "project NP"
rule is triggered for subjects, that is, for positionswhere anNP is not already expected,
i.e., it is not already present at the top of the goal stack.

The "project and complete NP" rule is triggered for objects of preposi-
tions, transitive verbs etc. since these are expected NPs. By expected NPs, we mean
that an NP is already present at the top of the goal stack when the determiner is read,
as shown on line 6 in (33) below.

(33) parser.productionstring(name="project and complete: NP ==> Det N", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task parsing 5
stack1 NP 6
right_frontier =rf 7
parsed_word =w 8
dref_peg =peg 9
=retrieval> 10
isa word 11
cat Det 12
?discourse_context> 13
buffer full 14
==> 15
=g> 16
isa parsing_goal 17
task move_peg 18
stack1 N 19
+imaginal> 20
isa parse_state 21
node_cat NP 22
daughter1 Det 23
mother =rf 24
lex_head =w 25
=discourse_context> 26
isa drs 27
dref =peg 28
arg2 =peg 29
+discourse_context> 30
isa drs 31
arg1 =peg 32
˜retrieval> 33

""") 34

The syntactic contribution of the rule in (33) is simply adding an NP node with a
Det daughter to the imaginal buffer (lines 20–25). The semantic contribution is
two-fold.

First, the DRS introduced by the preposition in is further specified by introducing
a new discourse referent and setting the second argument slot of the in predicate to
this newly introduced discourse referent (lines 26–29). The resulting DRS, provided
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in (34) below, is the same as sub-drs3 in (18/21) above, with the modification that
the new discourse referent 2 is introduced in this sub-DRS rather than in sub-drs2.
We return to this issue below.

At this point, we have completely assembled (a version of) sub-drs3 in the
discourse_context buffer.

(34) DRS in discourse_context buffer after the first part of the update with
the indefinite determiner (a), which further specifies the DRS introduced by
the preposition in:
AVM format:⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

isa: drs

dref: 2

pred in

arg1: 1

arg2: 2

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

DRS format:
2

in(1, 2)

The second semantic contributionmade by rule (33) above is the addition of a new
DRS to the discourse_context buffer (lines 30–32) that will be our location
DRS, i.e., sub-drs2 in (18/21).We simply specify that the newly introduceddiscourse
referent 2 is the first argument of a yet unspecified predicate, to be specified by the
upcoming noun cave. This DRS is provided in (35) below.

(35) DRS in discourse_context buffer after the second part of the update
with the indefinite determiner (a):
AVM format:[
isa: drs

arg1: 2

] DRS format:

still- unspecified- predicate(2)

Unlike sub-drs2 in (18/21), the DRS in (35) has an empty universe, since we
introduced discourse referent 2 in the DRS previously stored in the discourse_
context buffer. For the simple example at hand (A lawyer is in a cave), the decision
to introduce discourse referent 2 in sub-drs3 (34) rather than in sub-drs2 (35) is
inconsequential: the ultimate semantic representation, i.e., merged DRS, will have
the same form as in (19) above.

Wedecided to gowith thiswayof encoding the introduction of objectNPdiscourse
referents rather than with the more standard semantic representation in (18/21) just
to show that it is possible. Also, from a processing perspective, it is simpler and
more natural to introduce a discourse referent at the earliest point in the left-to-right
incremental interpretation process where the referent appears as the argument of a
predicate.

This decision, however, unlike the standard formal semantics decision in (18/21),
makes incorrect predictions with respect to the quantifier scope potential of the
location NP. This is truth-conditionally inconsequential in our example because the
subject NP is also an existential. But if the subject NP had been a universal quantifier,
e.g., every lawyer, we would incorrectly predict that the location NP a cave can have
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only narrow scope relative to that quantifier. This is because its scope is tied to the
point of discourse referent introduction, namely the predicate in. While this narrow-
scope prediction is correct for so-called ‘semantically incorporated’ NPs, e.g., bare
plurals (see Carlson 1977, 1980; Farkas and de Swart 2003 among others for more
discussion), it is not generally correct for bona fide indefinite NPs, which are scopally
unrestricted (see, for example, Brasoveanu and Farkas 2011 for a relatively recent
discussion).

The semantic representation thatmakes correct scopal predictions is easy to obtain
in this case: the discourse referent introduction on line 28 of (33) simply needs to
be moved further down, e.g., immediately after line 31. In general, however, such a
change might be non-trivial.

What we have here is an instance of amore general phenomenon: incremental pro-
cessing order and semantic evaluation order do not always coincide (see Vermeulen
1994; Milward and Cooper 1994; Chater et al. 1995 for insightful discussions of this
issue). We believe that the Bayes+ACT-R+DRT framework introduced in this book
provides the right kind of formal infrastructure to systematically investigate this type
of discrepancies between processing and semantic evaluation order. A detailed sys-
tematic investigation of such discrepancies will likely constrain in non-trivial ways
both competence-level semantic theories and semantically-informed processing the-
ories and models.

Once the final noun cave is read and lexically retrieved, a second application of the
"project and complete: N" rule in (27) above is triggered. The semantic
contribution of this rule is to further specify the DRS in (35) by adding the predicate.
The resulting DRS is provided in (36) below, and is the final version of sub-drs2
produced by our syntax/semantics parser.

(36) DRS in discourse_context buffer after the second part of the update
with the indefinite determiner (a):
AVM format:⎡

⎢
⎣

isa: drs

pred: cave

arg1: 2

⎤

⎥
⎦

DRS format:

cave(2)

8.4 Semantic (Truth-Value) Evaluation as Memory
Retrieval, and Fitting the Model to Data

At this point, our model has completely parsed the test sentence A lawyer is in a
cave. With the DRS for this sentence in hand, we can move to establishing whether
the sentence was studied in the training phase or not.
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To put it differently, the training phase presented a set of facts, and now we have
to evaluate whether the test sentence is true or not relative to those facts. That is, we
view semantic (truth-value) evaluation as memory retrieval.7

Thus, the bigger picture behind our DRT-based model of the fan effect is that
the process of semantic interpretation proceeds in two stages, similar to the way
interpretation proceeds in DRT.

In the initial stage, we construct the semantic representation/DRS/mental dis-
course model for the current sentence. In DRT, specifically in Kamp and Reyle
(1993), this stage involves a step-by-step transformation of a complete syntactic
representation of the sentence into a DRS by means of a series of construction-
rule applications. In our processing model, this stage consists of applying an eager,
left-corner, syntax-and-semantics parser to the current test sentence.

In the second stage, we evaluate the truth of this DRS/mental model by connecting
it to the actual, ‘real-world’ model, which is our background database of facts stored
in declarative memory. In DRT, the second stage involves constructing an embedding
function (a partial variable assignment) that verifies the DRS relative to the model.
In our processing model, truth/falsity evaluation involves retrieving—or failing to
retrieve—a fact from declarative memory that has the same structure as the DRS we
have just constructed.

Let us turn now to how exactlywemodel semantic evaluation asmemory retrieval.
First, we assume that all the facts studied in the training phase of the fan experiment
are stored in declarative memory before we even start parsing the test sentence. All
the relevant code is linked to in the appendix of this chapter (see Sect. 8.6.1). We
will list here only the lawyer-cave fact, together with the type declarations for main
DRSs and (sub)DRSs:

(37) actr.chunktype("drs", "dref pred arg1 arg2") 1
actr.chunktype("main_drs", "subdrs1 subdrs2 subdrs3") 2

3
lawyer = actr.makechunk(typename="drs", arg1=1, dref=1, pred=’LAWYER’) 4
cave = actr.makechunk(typename="drs", arg1=2, pred=’CAVE’) 5
in_relation = actr.makechunk(typename="drs", arg1=1, arg2=2, dref=2, 6

pred=’IN’) 7
dm.add(actr.makechunk(typename="main_drs", subdrs1=lawyer, 8

subdrs2=cave, subdrs3=in_relation)) 9

The three sub-DRSs are declared on lines 4–7 in (37) with the makechunk
method, and are assigned to three Python3 variables (note: not ACT-R variables).
We can then use these three Python3 variables as subparts/values inside the main
DRS encoding the lawyer-cave fact (lines 8–9). Finally, we add the entire fact to
declarative memory with the dm.add method (also lines 8–9).

The declarative memory module of our model is loaded with all the facts listed
in (1) before the parsing process for a test sentence even starts. When the parse
of a test sentence is completed, we have the location DRS, that is, subdrs2 in the
discourse_context buffer. For the sentence we parsed in the previous section,
that location DRS is provided in (36) above.

7See Budiu and Anderson (2004) for a variety of potential applications of such a proposal.
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To set up the proper spreading-activation configuration for the fan-effect exper-
iment, we have to have all three sub-DRSs that are produced during parsing in the
goal buffer. Since only the location DRS is available, we have to recall the person
DRS and the in DRS listed in (31) and (34) above so that we can add them to the
goal buffer.

We start by recalling the in-relation DRS with the rule in (38) below. This rule is
triggered as soon as the test sentence has been completely parsed: the task is still
parsing (line 5), but the goal stack is empty (the top of the stack is None—line
6). For good measure, we also check that the last DRS that was constructed (the
location DRS) is still in the discourse_context buffer (lines 7–8). Assuming
these pre-conditions are satisfied, we place a retrieval request for a DRS—any DRS
(lines 13–15). Because the inDRS is the one that was most recently added/harvested
to declarative memory, it has the highest activation, and this is the DRS we will end
up retrieving.

(38) parser.productionstring(name="recall in_relation sub-DRS", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task parsing 5
stack1 None 6
?discourse_context> 7
buffer full 8
==> 9
=g> 10
isa parsing_goal 11
task recall_person_subdrs 12
+retrieval> 13
isa drs 14
arg1 ˜None 15

""") 16

The retrieval request, however, doesn’t simply state that we should retrieve a
chunk of type drs (line 14 in (38) above), but goes ahead and requires a non-empty
arg1 feature (line 15). This extra-specification seems redundant, but it is in fact
necessary: recall that the identity of a chunk (and of a chunk type) is given by its list
of features, not by the name we give to the type. The type name listed as the value of
the feature isa is simply a convenient abbreviation for us as modelers. Therefore,
placing a retrieval request with a cue consisting only of isa drs is tantamount to
placing a retrieval request for any chunk in declarative memory, whether it is of type
drs, or main_drs, or indeed any of the other types we use (parsing_goal,
parse_state and word—see the beginning of Sect. 8.6.1 for all chunk-type
declarations). To make sure we actually place a retrieval request for a DRS, we need
to list one of its distinguishing features, and we choose the arg1 feature here.

In addition to placing a retrieval request for the DRS with the highest activa-
tion, which is the in DRS, the rule in (38) also updates the task in the goal buffer
to recall_person_subdrs. This sets the cognitive context up for the next
recall rule, provided in (39) below. The preconditions of this rule include a full
discourse_context buffer, where the location DRS is still stored (lines 9–10
in (39)), and a full retrieval buffer, which stores the successfully retrieved in
DRS (lines 7–8).
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(39) parser.productionstring(name="recall person sub-DRS", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task recall_person_subdrs 5
stack1 None 6
=retrieval> 7
isa drs 8
?discourse_context> 9
buffer full 10
==> 11
=g> 12
isa parsing_goal 13
task match_subdrs 14
expected3 =retrieval 15
?retrieval> 16
recently_retrieved False 17
+retrieval> 18
isa drs 19
arg1 ˜None 20

""") 21

Once these preconditions are satisfied, the rule will take the inDRS in the retrieval
buffer and store it in the goal buffer under anexpected3 feature (line 15). Encoding
the inDRSas the value of theexpected3 feature indicates that thisDRS is expected
to be subdrs3 of the verifying fact for the test sentence we just finished parsing.8

Importantly, setting the in DRS as the value of a feature in the goal buffer ensures
that there is spreading activation from this sub-DRS to all the main DRSs/facts in
declarative memory that contain it. This is essential for appropriately modeling the
fan effect.

More generally, at this point in the cognitive process, our goal is to add all three
parsed sub-DRSs to the goal buffer (we still have to add the location and person
sub-DRSs), so that we have spreading activation from each of them to main DRSs in
declarative memory. Once we achieve this state for the goal buffer, we will be able
to semantically evaluate the parsed test sentence. That is, we will place a retrieval
request for a main DRS that can verify it.

In order to store all the sub-DRSs of the parsed test sentence in the goal buffer,
we have to place one final retrieval request to recall the person DRS (lines 16–20 in
(39)), whichwas the first semantic product of our process of parsing the test sentence.
Crucially, this request is modulated by the constraint of not retrieving a DRS that was
recently retrieved (lines 16–17 in (39)). This additional constraint is essential: had
it not been present, the actual retrieval request for a DRS (any DRS) on lines 18–20
would end up retrieving the in DRS all over again. The reason for this is that the in
DRS was the most activated to begin with, and its most recent retrieval triggered by
the rule in (38) above boosted that activation even further.

The constraint to retrieve something that was not recently retrieved (lines 18–20 in
(39)) is not ad hoc. This type of constraint is necessary in a wide variety of processes
involving refractory periods after a cognitive action, and it is modeled in ACT-R (and
pyactr) in terms of Pylyshyn’s FINSTs (fingers of instantiation).

8Of course, the number 3 in expected3 has no actual interpretation, it is only convenient for
us as modelers so that we can more easily keep track of the number of DRSs used for spreading
activation.
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The original motivation for the FINST mechanism in early visual perception is
summarized in Pylyshyn (2007):

Whenwe first came across this problem [of object identity tracking that occurs automatically
and generally unconsciously as we perceive a scene] [i.e., the need to keep track of things
without a conceptual description using their properties] it seemed to us that what we needed
is something like an elastic finger: a finger that could be placed on salient things in a scene
so we could keep track of them as being the same token individuals while we constructed
the representation, including when we moved the direction of gaze or the focus of attention.
What came to mind is a comic strip I enjoyed when I was a young comic book enthusiast,
called Plastic Man. It seemed to me that the superhero in this strip had what we needed to
solve our identity-tracking or reidentification problem. Plastic Man would have been able to
place a finger on each of the salient objects in the figure. Then no matter where he focused
his attention he would have a way to refer to the individual parts of the diagram so long as
he had one of his fingers on it. Even if we assume that he could not detect any information
with his finger tips, Plastic Man would still be able to think ‘this finger’ and ‘that finger’
and thus he might be able to refer to individual things that his fingers were touching. This
is where the playful notion of FINgers of INSTantiation came on the scene and the term
FINST seems to have stuck. (Pylyshyn 2007, pp. 13–14)

ACT-R/pyactr uses the FINST mechanism in the visual module, and also gen-
eralizes it to other perception modules, including declarative memory, which, as
Anderson (2004) puts it, is the perception module for the past.

Specifically, the declarativemodulemaintains a record of the nmost recent chunks
that have been retrieved (n = 4 by default). These are the chunks indexed by a FINST.
The FINST remains on them for a set amount of time (3 s by default), after which
the FINST is removed and the chunk is no longer marked as recently retrieved.

Retrieval requests can specify whether the declarative memory search should be
confined to chunks that are—or are not—indexed by a FINST. In rule (39), we require
the DRS retrieval request on lines 18–20 to target only DRSs that have not been
recently retrieved (lines 16–17), i.e., the retrieval request targets only non-FINSTed
DRSs.

Let us summarize the state of the ACT-R mind, i.e., the cognitive context, imme-
diately after the production rule in (39) fires:

• the discourse_context buffer still contains the location DRS;
• the expected3 feature in the goal buffer (for expected subdrs3) has the inDRS
as its value; this in DRS has just been retrieved from declarative memory;

• finally, we have just placed a retrieval request for the person DRS, restricted to
non-FINSTed DRSs to avoid retrieving the in DRS all over again.

Once this retrieval request is completed, we are ready to fire the rule in (40) below.
We ensure that this rule fires only after the retrieval request is completed by means
of the precondition on lines 8–9, which requires the retrieval buffer to be in a
non-busy/free state.

(40) parser.productionstring(name="recall main DRS by person sub-DRS", 1
string=""" 2

=g> 3
isa parsing_goal 4
task match_subdrs 5
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=retrieval> 6
isa drs 7
?retrieval> 8
state free 9
=discourse_context> 10
isa drs 11
==> 12
=g> 13
isa parsing_goal 14
task match_main_drs 15
expected1 =retrieval 16
expected2 =discourse_context 17
+retrieval> 18
isa main_drs 19
subdrs1 =retrieval 20

""", utility=0.5) 21

When its preconditions are met, the rule in (40) finishes setting up the correct
environment for spreading activation required by the fan experiment. This means
that the three sub-DRSs that we constructed during the incremental interpretation of
our test sentence have to be added to the goal buffer.

The previous rule already set the in DRS as the value of the expected3 feature
of the goal buffer. We now set the person DRS, who has just been retrieved, as
the value of the expected1 feature of the goal buffer (line 16 in (40)), and the
location DRS, who has been in the discourse_context buffer since the end of
the incremental parsing process, as the value of the expected2 feature (line 17 in
(40)).

All three sub-DRSs in the goal buffer spread activation to declarative memory,
giving an extra boost to the correct fact acquired during the training phase of the
experiment.

We are now ready to semantically evaluate the truth/falsity of the test sentence.
That is, we are ready to place a memory retrieval request for a main_drs/fact in
declarative memory that makes the test sentence true.

Following the ACT-R account of the fan effect proposed in Anderson and Reder
(1999), which we discussed in Sect. 8.1 above, we can place this memory retrieval
request via the person sub-DRS, or via the location sub-DRS (see the discussion
of foil identification in particular). On lines 18–20 of the rule in (40), we place the
retrieval request with the person sub-DRS as the cue (the person sub-DRS is in the
retrieval buffer).

Note the difference between the role that three sub-DRSs play as values that spread
activation and the role that the person DRS plays as a retrieval cue/filter. Using the
person DRS as a filter eliminates any main DRS that does not have the matching
person DRS. In contrast, spreading activation only boosts the activation of the main
DRSs in declarative memory that happen to store the same person, location and in
relation, but it does not filter anything out. This means that recalling the main DRS
by the person sub-DRS must result in retrieving one of those main DRSs that match
the person sub-DRS, but it is possible that the recalled DRS will have a mismatching
location sub-DRS, e.g., if spreading activation plays a very small role.

We can alternatively place the retrieval request with the location DRS as cue,
as shown on lines 19–21 of the rule in (41) below. This rule is identical to the
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rule in (40) except that the retrieval cue is now the location DRS stored in the
discourse_context buffer.

(41) recall_by_location = parser.productionstring( 1
name="recall main DRS by location sub-DRS", 2
string=""" 3

=g> 4
isa parsing_goal 5
task match_subdrs 6
=retrieval> 7
isa drs 8
?retrieval> 9
state free 10
=discourse_context> 11
isa drs 12
==> 13
=g> 14
isa parsing_goal 15
task match_main_drs 16
expected1 =retrieval 17
expected2 =discourse_context 18
+retrieval> 19
isa main_drs 20
subdrs2 =discourse_context 21

""") 22

The rules in (40) and (41) are alternatives to each other, and either of them can be
selected to fire. When running simulations of this model, we can simply leave it to
pyactr to select if the retrieval of the main_drs should be in terms of the person
sub-DRS (hence, rule (40)) or in terms of the location sub-DRS (hence, rule (41)).
In the long run, each of these two rules will be selected about half the time, and the
resulting RTs for targets and foils will be the average of person and location based
retrieval (with a small amount of noise).

But if we want to eliminate this source of noise altogether, we can force the model
to choose one rule in one simulation, and the other rule in a second simulation, and
average the results. This is the option we pursue here. To achieve this, we make use
of production-rule utilities, which induce a preference order over rules that is used
when the preconditions of multiple rules are satisfied in a cognitive state. In that case,
the rule with the highest utility is chosen.

To average over the recall-by-person and recall-by-location rules, we set the
utility of recall-by-person rule in (40) to 0.5 (see line 21 in (40)), and we assign
the recall-by-location rule in (41) to a Python3 variable recall_by_location
(line 1 in (41)). With these two things in place, we can update the utility of the
recall_by_location rule either to 0, which is less than the 0.5 utility of the
recall-by-person rule, or to 1, which is more than 0.5. In the first case, the recall-
by-person rule in (40) fires. In the second case, the recall-by-location rule in (41)
fires.

In our Bayesian model, we can run two simulations with these two utilities for
the recall-by-location rule, and take their mean. This is what the Bayesian estimation
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code linked to in Sect. 8.6.4 at the end of the chapter actually does. The relevant bit
of code is provided in (42) below for ease of reference.9

(42) for i in range(2): 1
recall_by_location["utility"] = i 2
... 3
while True: 4

... 5
if re.search("ˆKEY PRESSED: J", ...): 6

... 7
if run_time: 8

run_time += parser_sim.show_time() 9
run_time = run_time/2 10

else: 11
run_time = parser_sim.show_time() 12

Once the retrieval request for the main_drs verifying the test sentence is com-
pleted, the rule in (43) below fires. This rule checks that the retrieved main_drs
matches the DRS of the parsed test sentence with respect to the person and location
DRSs stored in the goal buffer (lines 5–6 and 12–13). If this condition is met, the
test sentence is declared true (it is part of the set of facts established in the training
phase) and the ’J’ key is pressed (line 18–21). This concludes the simulation, so
the goal buffer is flushed (line 17).

(43) parser.productionstring(name="match found", string=""" 1
=g> 2
isa parsing_goal 3
task match_main_drs 4
expected1 =e1 5
expected2 =e2 6
?retrieval> 7
state free 8
buffer full 9
=retrieval> 10
isa main_drs 11
subdrs1 =e1 12
subdrs2 =e2 13
=discourse_context> 14
isa drs 15
==> 16
˜g> 17
+manual> 18
isa _manual 19
cmd ’press_key’ 20
key ’J’ 21

""") 22

The model includes three other rules "mismatch in person found",
"mismatch in location found" and"failed retrieval", provided
in the code linked to at the end of the chapter in Sect. 8.6.2. These rules enable us to
model foil retrieval and deal with cases in which a main_drs retrieval fails com-
pletely. But in this chapter, we focus exclusively on modeling target sentences, i.e.,
test sentences that were seen in the training phase, and for which the main_drs
retrieval request succeeds.

9In general, it is common to have the model learn utilities rather than set them by hand. Utility
learning is possible in ACT-R and pyactr. See Taatgen and Anderson (2002) among others for
more discussion of utility learning.
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The fullmodel canbe seen in actionby running the scriptrun_parser_fan.py,
linked to in Sect. 8.6.3 at the end of the chapter. The model reads the sentence A
lawyer is in a cave displayed on the virtual screen, incrementally interprets/parses it
and checks that it is true relative to the database of facts/main DRSs in declarative
memory.

The script estimate_parser_fan.py linked to in Sect. 8.6.4 embeds the
ACT-R model into a Bayesian model and fits it to the experimental data from Ander-
son (1974). We do not discuss the code in detail since it should be fairly readable
at this point: it is a variation on the Bayes+ACT-R models introduced in Chap. 7.
Instead, we’ll highlight the main features of the Bayesian model.

First, we focus on estimating four subsymbolic parameters:

• "buffer_spreading_activation" ("bsa" for short), which is the W
parameter in Sect. 8.1 above;

• "strength_of_association" ("soa" for short), which is the S parameter
in Sect. 8.1 above;

• "rule_firing" ("rf" for short), which is by default set to 50 ms;
• "latency_factor" ("lf" for short).

Our discussion in Sect. 8.1 above shows that we need to estimate the "bsa",
"soa" and "lf" parameters.We have also decided to estimate the "rf" parameter,
instead of leaving it to its default value of 50 ms, because it is reasonable for it to
be lower for the kind of detailed, complex language models we are constructing.
In these models, multiple theoretically motivated rules are needed to fire rapidly in
succession, and the total amount of time they can take is highly constrained by the
empirical generalization that people take around 300 ms to read a word in an eye-
tracking experiment, and they take roughly the same amount in a self-paced reading
experiment.

We might be able to revert to the ACT-R default of 50 ms per rule firing if
we take advantage of production compilation, which is a process by which multiple
production rules and retrieval requests canbe aggregated into a single rule. Production
compilation is one of the effects of skill practice, and it is very likely that incremental
interpretation of natural language, which is a highly practiced skill for adult humans,
takes full advantage of it (see Chap. 4 in Anderson 2007 and, also, Taatgen and
Anderson 2002 for more discussion of production compilation).

Production compilation is available in pyactr and we could make use of it in
future developments of this model. However, production compilation will result in
production rules that do not transparently reflect the formal syntax and semantics
theories we assume here, making the connection between processing and formal
linguistics more opaque.

It might very well be that more mature cognitive models of syntax and semantics
will have to head in the direction of significant use of production compilation. How-
ever, we think that at this early point in the development of computationally explicit
processing models for formal linguistics, it is more useful to see that established
linguistic theories can be embedded in language processing ACT-R models in an
easily recognizable fashion.
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At the same time, we also want to show that the resulting processing models can
fit experimental data well, and can provide theoretical insight into quantitatively-
measured cognitive behavior.

Tomeet both of these desiderata, we need to depart from various default values for
ACT-R subsymbolic parameters. In particular, for the semantic processing models
in this chapter and the next one, we need to allow the "rf" parameter to vary and
we need to estimate it. As we will soon see, the estimated value hovers around 10
ms, that is, it is significantly less than the ACT-R default. The need to lower ACT-
R defaults when modeling natural language phenomena in a way that is faithful to
established linguistic theories is a common thread throughout this book.

As shown in (44) below, the Bayesian model (i) sets up low information priors
for these four parameters, (ii) runs the pyactr model to compute the likelihood of
the experimental data in (4) above, and (iii) estimates the posterior distributions for
these four parameters given the priors and the observed data. Links to the full code
are provided in Sect. 8.6.4 at the end of the chapter.

(44) fan_model = Model() 1
2

with fan_model: 3
# Priors 4
buffer_spreading_activation = HalfNormal("bsa", sd=2) 5
strength_of_association = HalfNormal("soa", sd=4) 6
rule_firing = HalfNormal("rf", sd=0.03) 7
latency_factor = HalfNormal("lf", sd=0.2) 8
# Likelihood 9
pyactr_rt = actrmodel_latency(rule_firing, latency_factor, 10

buffer_spreading_activation, 11
strength_of_association) 12

mu_rt = Deterministic(’mu_rt’, pyactr_rt) 13
rt_observed = Normal(’rt_observed’, mu=mu_rt, sd=10, observed=RT) 14

15
with fan_model: 16

# Compute posteriors 17
step = pm.SMC(parallel=True) 18
trace = pm.sample(draws=5000, step=step, njobs=1, cores=50) 19

The posterior estimates for the four parameters are provided in Fig. 8.1. The most
notable one is the rule firing parameter, whose mean value is 11 ms rather than 50
ms.Wewill see that a similar value is necessary when wemodel cataphoric pronouns
and presuppositions in the next chapter.

Note that the Rhat values for this model are below 1.1:

(45) {’bsa’: 1.0112865739232026, 1
’soa’: 1.0671138466090309, 2
’rf’: 1.0689415222560494, 3
’lf’: 1.0738886077317906, 4
’mu_rt’: array([1.00237602, 1.00518725, 1.00336533, 1.00518725, 1.00455244,5

1.00423505, 1.00336533, 1.00423505, 1.00906647])} 6

As the plot of the posterior predictions of the model in Fig. 8.2 shows, the model is
able to fit the data fairly well. There are slight discrepancies between the predictions
of the model and the actual observations, which are due to variance in the data that
our fan model ignores from the start. For instance, when we inspect the table in 4,
we see that the mean reaction time to recognize targets with a fan of 3 for person and
a fan of 1 for location was 1.22 s, while the mean reaction time to recognize targets
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Fig. 8.1 Fan model estimates

Fig. 8.2 Fan model: observed versus predicted RTs

with a fan of 3 for location and a fan of 1 for person was 1.15 s. This difference of
70 ms cannot be captured by our model, which treats the two cases as identical.

We see that the model captures a large portion of the variance in data, but there
is room for improvement. The model can in principle be enhanced in various ways
if contrasts like the one we just mentioned turn out to be genuine and robust rather
than largely noise, which is our current simplifying assumption.
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8.5 Model Discussion and Summary

In this chapter, wemodeled the fan experiment inAnderson (1974), bringing together
the ACT-R account in Anderson and Reder (1999) and formal semantics theories of
natural language meaning and interpretation. The resulting incremental interpreter
is the first one to integrate in a computationally explicit way (i) dynamic semantics
in its DRT incarnation and (ii) mechanistic processing models formulated within a
cognitive architecture.

In developing this cognitive model, we argued that the fan effect provides fun-
damental insights into the memory structures and cognitive processes that underlie
semantic evaluation. By semantic evaluation, we mean the process of determining
whether something is true or false relative to a database of known facts/DRSs, i.e.,
relative to a model in the sense of model-theoretic semantics.

Future directions for this line of research include investigating whether a partial
match of known facts is considered good enough for language users in comprehen-
sion. This could provide an integrated account of a variety of interpretation-related
phenomena: (i) Moses illusions (see Budiu and Anderson 2004 for a relatively recent
discussion), (ii) the way we interpret sentences with plural definites like The boys
jumped in the pool, where the sentence it true without every single boy necessarily
jumping in the pool10, and (iii) ‘partial presupposition resolution’ cases, where part
of the presupposition is resolved and part of it is accommodated (see Kamp 2001a
for an argument that this kind of mixture of resolution and accommodation seems to
be the rule rather than the exception).

Spreading activation in general can be used for predictive parsing: words (more
generally, linguistic information) in the previous context can predictively activate
certain other words, i.e., induce expectations for other chunks of linguistic informa-
tion.

Another direction for future research is reexamining the decisions we made when
developing our incremental DRT parser that were not based on cognitive plausibil-
ity, but instead were made for pedagogical reasons—in an effort to ensure that the
contributions made by semantic theories were still recognizable in the final syn-
tax/semantics parser. These decisions led to unrealistic posterior estimates, e.g., 11
ms for rule firing, which is not a fully satisfactory outcome.

In addition, we oversimplified the model in various ways, again for pedagogical
purposes. For example, we initiated the semantic evaluation process (the search for a
matching fact in declarative memory) only when the sentence was fully parsed syn-
tactically and semantically. This is unrealistic: parsing, disambiguation and seman-
tic evaluation are most probably interspersed processes, and searches for matching
facts/main DRSs in declarative memory are probably launched eagerly after every
parsed sub-DRS, if not even more frequently. See Budiu and Anderson (2004) for
a similar proposal, and for an argument that such an approach, coupled with a judi-

10We want to thank Margaret Kroll for bringing the connection between partial matches and plural
definites to our attention.
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cious use of spreading activation, might explain the preference to provide given
(topic) information earlier in the sentence, and new (focused) information later.

Another oversimplification was the decision to add sub-DRSs to the goal buffer
to initiate spreading activation only after the entire sentence was parsed. It is likely
that some, possibly all, sub-DRSs are added to the goal buffer and start spreading
activation to matching main DRSs as soon as they are parsed. It might even be that
such sub-DRSs are added to the goal buffer and start spreading activation even before
they are completely parsed. This might be the case for NPs with a relative clause,
where the partial sub-DRSobtained by processing the nominal part before the relative
clause is added to the goal buffer, and then it is revised once the relative clause is
processed.

In sum, we just barely scratched the surface with the semantic processing model
we introduced in this chapter. There are many semantic phenomena for which we
have detailed formal semantics theories, but no similarly detailed and formalized
theories on the processing side. We hope to have shown in this chapter that there is a
rich space of such theories and models waiting to be formulated and evaluated. The
variety of semantic phenomena to be investigated, the variety of possible choices of
semantic frameworks and the variety of detailed processing hypotheses that can be
formulated and computationally implemented offer a rich and unexplored theoretical
and empirical territory.

The next chapter, which is the last substantial chapter of the book, extends the
incremental interpreter we introduced here to account for the interaction between
cataphoric pronouns/presuppositions and the (dynamic) semantics of two different
sentential operators, conjunction and implication.

8.6 Appendix: End-to-End Model of the Fan Effect
with an Explicit Syntax/Semantics Parser

All the code discussed in this chapter is available on GitHub as part of the repository
https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book. If you want to inspect it and run it, install
pyactr (see Chap. 1), download the files and run them the same way as any other
Python script.

8.6.1 File ch8/parser_dm_fan.py

https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/parser_dm_fan.
py.

https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book
https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/parser_dm_fan.py
https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/parser_dm_fan.py
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8.6.2 File ch8/parser_rules_fan.py

https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/parser_rules_
fan.py.

8.6.3 File ch8/run_parser_fan.py

https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/run_parser_
fan.py.

8.6.4 File ch8/estimate_parser_fan.py

https://github.com/abrsvn/pyactr-book/blob/master/book-code/ch8/estimate_
parser_fan.py.
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